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Race, IMSA WeatherTech SportsCar Championship, Round 8, Elkhart Lake/USA

Victory in the GTD class, fourth and fifth for the Porsche 911 RSR
Stuttgart. At round eight of the IMSA SportsCar Championship on Sunday, the
Porsche GT Team secured positions four and five. On the Road America racetrack in
the US state of Wisconsin, New Zealander Earl Bamber and Laurens Vanthoor from
Belgium scored fourth place in the #912 Porsche 911 RSR after a turbulent race. The
sister car with drivers Nick Tandy (Great Britain) and Patrick Pilet (France) took the
flag in fifth place. In the GTD class, Porsche works driver Patrick Long (USA) and
Porsche Selected Driver Christina Nielsen from Denmark (both Wright Motorsports)
celebrated their first win together in the Porsche 911 GT3 R.
For Porsche fans, the race at Elkhart Lake turned into an emotional rollercoaster ride.
Grid positions four and eight initially dampened expectations, however thanks to a
perfect strategy during the early stage of the race, start driver Tandy moved into the
lead of the GTLM field. The UK race driver remained at the front until an hour before
the finish. After a close duel with a pursuing vehicle, the #911 car was handed a
drive-through penalty. At the end of the 2:40-hour race, Tandy ultimately reached the
finish line in position five.
Vanthoor and Bamber also treated spectators to some gripping race action. Taking
off from fourth on the grid, Vanthoor fell back as far as eighth place with the #912 car
over the course of the race. However, despite a number of caution phases, the two
worked their way up through the GTLM ranks and missed out on a podium spot.
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Long and Nielsen put in a flawless drive in their Porsche 911 GT3 R. The pair had
already posted pole position during Saturday’s qualifying on the 6.515-kilometre
circuit. With an immaculate drive on Sunday, they achieved their maiden victory in
the class for GTD vehicles. This marks the 542nd Porsche win in the 49-year history
of IMSA. Competing for Park Place Motorsports, Patrick Lindsey and Porsche factory
driver Jörg Bergmeister were thrown out of contention after contact with the track
barriers.
Round nine of IMSA SportsCar Championship will be held at the Virginia Raceway
from 17-19 August.
Comments on the race
Pascal Zurlinden, Director GT Factory Motorsport: “That was a tough race for the
team. We knew that the track characteristics with its long straights would make it
difficult for us here. We really struggled in the qualifying, but we made up for this in
the race with a perfect strategy and optimal pit stops for our #911 car. But then we
were handed a drive-through penalty and we went backwards from that point on. In
two weeks we’ll be in Virginia, where we’ll attack again. Congratulations to our
customer team Wright Motorsports on winning the GTD class.”
Earl Bamber (Porsche 911 RSR #912): “We ended up on fourth place. We simply
couldn’t do any more. To be honest, we were lucky that the others experienced
problems. When we arrived here our expectations weren’t that high, because it’s a
tricky circuit for our car and tyres. We’ve had several strong performances that we
haven’t managed to turn into victories. Now let’s see how it goes in Virginia.”
Laurens Vanthoor (Porsche 911 RSR #912): “All in all, it was a difficult race. We
encountered some critical situations with other vehicles out on the track. That’s what
I call tough racing. Fourth in qualifying was okay, but unfortunately we lacked enough
speed in the race.”
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Nick Tandy (Porsche 911 RSR #911): “In terms of strategy we were very well
sorted. And everything else worked perfectly. I was just a little surprised by the
penalty from the race director. Of course you have to accept such a drive-through
penalty, which is what we did, but it meant we had to bury our dreams of a top
podium finish.”
Patrick Pilet (Porsche 911 RSR #911): “The team did a great job. The strategy was
definitely the right one and our pit stops were also extremely good today. Then out of
the blue we received a drive-through penalty for contact with another vehicle. That’s
frustrating. We hope it’ll be better at the next race in Virginia.”
Race result
GTLM class
1. Briscoe/Westbrook (AUS/GB), Ford GT, 66 laps
2. Gavin/Milner (GB/USA), Chevrolet Corvette C7.R, 66 laps
3. Magnussen/Garcia (DK/E), Chevrolet Corvette C7.R, 66 laps
4. Vanthoor/Bamber (B/NZ), Porsche 911 RSR, 66 laps
5. Tandy/Pilet (GB/F), Porsche 911 RSR, 66 laps
6. Sims/De Phillippi (GB/USA), BMW M8 GTE, 64 laps
7. Hand/Müller (USA/D), Ford GT, 63 laps
8. Krohn/Edwards (FIN/USA), BMW M8 GTE, 52 laps
GTD class
1. Long/Nielsen (USA/DK), Porsche 911 GT3 R, 66 laps
2. Sellers/Snow (USA/USA), Lamborghini Huracan GT3, 66 laps
3. MacNeil/Pier Guidi (USA/I), Ferrari 488 GT3, 66 laps
11. Lindsey/Bergmeister (USA/D), Porsche 911 GT3 R, 39 laps
Full results are available at: http://results.imsa.com
This is the IMSA SportsCar Championship
The IMSA SportsCar Championship, a sports car race series contested in the USA
and Canada, was run in 2014 for the first time. The series was formed from the merDr. Ing. h.c. F. Porsche Aktiengesellschaft
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ger of the American Le Mans Series and the Grand-Am Series. Sports prototypes
and sports cars start in three different classes: GTLM (GT Le Mans), GTD (GT Daytona) and P (Prototype). The Porsche 911 RSR runs in the GTLM class, with the
Porsche 911 GT3 R contesting the GTD class.

Please note: Press releases, photos and videos are available to download on
http://presse.porsche.de. The Twitter channel @PorscheRaces provides live updates with the latest
information and photos from race tracks around the world. Porsche Communication provides more
content with an innovative service for journalists, bloggers and online multipliers under
www.newsroom.porsche.com.
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